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Abstract. Recognising the nature of numbers, as expounded in the now lost arithmetic 
techniques practised by Indian mathematicians during the period S-12 AD, an arithmetic- 
analytical approach to solution of mathematical equations of various types is propsoed and 
briefly illustrated. The approach is simple and elegant and can provide solutions in just a 
few steps. Several other advantages of using this methodology exist and some of them are 
illustrated in the examples. This approach can open up new vistas in methods for anlaysis 
and has wide scope for application in basic and applied sciences. 
Mathematical description of phenomena in physical, chemical, biological and other nat- 
ural and applied sciences involves formulations in the form of equations, which vary in 
their complexities ranging from simple linear or nonlinear albebraic to those involving a 
set of involved ordinary or partial differential equations. Subject to appropriate bound- 
ary conditions these equations when solved give the description of the system behaviour. 
These equations yield to analytical treatment with linear but pose considerable problems 
when nonlinearities are involved. Digitising of the equations provides an effective means 
of obtaining solutions in such instances and over the years considerable efforts have been 
spent in developing numerical algorithms. Many of these take time for execution and are 
approximate. The advantages and desirability of an analytical treatment are too well 
known to be overemphasised as are the shortcomings of numerical methods. 
In this note we introduce a new arithmetic-analytical concept as a possible means of 
obtaining solutions. The method combines the rigour of analytical treatment with the 
ease of digital calculations, and is thus well suited for applications to both linear or 
nonlinear problems. 
The approach envisages to regard a given equation as an indeterminate equation. To 
elaborate further an equation such as dyldx = y ca.n be regarded as a relation between 
two unknowns and the value of one can be obtained if the value for the other is specified. 
In fact, one can venture to obtain general solutions 
for the two unknowns in terms of another common arbitrary parameter. This is an easy 
task provided that both the unknowns take an integer variable character - for in such cases 
the general integer solutions can always be written. The entire theory of indeterminate 
equations (or in modern day terminology referred to as Diophantine equations) therefore 
becomes available to us for exploitation. 
There is no apology required if we state that except for mathematicians in this specialised 
area, the general users of mathematical tools are unaware of this development. Also, 
despite its connection with algebra, the rules of which are at least a few centuries old, the 
documentation of the developments in this vital area leaves something more than desired. 
Indeed, the existence of techniques to solve indeterminate equations and obtaining precise 
integer solutions to them, dates back to early periods. The history of Hindy mathematics 
(Datta and Singh 1962) cover the developments until the fourteenth century. While the 
work to cover the yawning gap between the past restuls and the modern day trends in the 
study of Diophantine equations is described elsewhere (Kulkarni, 1978a), it is of interest 
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to note that precise integer solutions to indeterminate equations linear or nonliuer, can 
always be obtained. 
Resting on this assurance, the proposed method suggests transformation of the given 
equation into an indeterminate form (which in fact is a question of interpretation only) 
and obtain its integer solution. A reverse transformation then gives the desired solution 
to the equation. For purpose of illustration we shall consider the equation y” = ary (y = 
yo, x = X and y’ = 0, x = 0) which arises in the analysis of reaction-diffusion systems 
(Aris, 1975). The equation can also be solved analytically, but in the present method 
yields the following solution 
y=l+O 1= -,fl,f2**. 
y’=m+O m=O,fl,fd... 
(1) 
where 1 and m arbitrary integers and are related to each other at every increment of the 
independent variable Axi as 
ali Ali = mi Ami (2) 
Ali and A- represent the increments in the ith value of 1 and m respectively. A 
general relation such as Equation (2) can be written down in just one step once the 
governing equations are known. (Let y’ = z then we have z’ = ary. Noting Equation (l), 
these equations for a variation Ax in the independent parameter gives Equation (2)). 
Validating Equation (2) t a every increment of the independent variable we can obtain 
the following recursive relations 
Ali = n 
i-l i-l l/Z 
MAW = - C Amj + C(Amj)2 + 4a(lo = in) i = 1,2,3,. . . 
j=l j=l 
(3) 
Axi = Ami 
2a(lo + in) 
Equation (3) represents the arithmetic-analytical solution. y in this equation can repre- 
sent the molecular population and y’ its flux. 1 and m therefore respectively take on this 
meaning and Equation (3) provides an expression for their evolution. 
The approach makes no distinction between linear or nonlinear equations and the method 
remains simple in either situation. The nonlinearity in the original equation gets trans- 
formed to Equation (2) h h w ic as stated earlier can be written down by mere inspection 
of the given formulation. The subsequent task being arithmetic in nature poses no prob- 
lems. The method is therefore not limited by nonlinearities in the equations or imposed 
boundary conditions. 
Note Al in Equation (3) represents the change in the molecular population (this will be 
an integer quantity) and Am and Ax respectively give the corresponding change in the 
flux and the distance required 
to bring about the change. 1, in this equation represents the value of the order parameter 
1 at x = 0 (the unknown boundary condition in the problem). Equation (3) requiring 
only arithmetic operations is simpler to solve than a numerical method. Also, Equation 
(3) being in the form of a functional relation, the approach offers a better judgement 
and feel about the solution, which can be lost in the mess of numbers generated by 
using numerical methods. The conventional problems of numerical convergence, stability, 
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stiffness of equations etc., are also eliminated by this strategy and more than anything 
the task remains unchanged irrespective of whether the problem is linear or nonlinear. 
We shall now illustrate a complex example which is known to exhibit deterministic chaos 
(Rossler, 1976). The governing equations are 
A; = klAl - k3A1 - m+K., 
B: = Ml- kdBl+ D(Bz - BJ 
A; = klA2 - k3A2 - E +k6 
B; = k3Az - k*Bz + D(B1 - Bz) 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to time and Al, AZ, B1, and B2 are 
variables. The various k’s are the rate parameters. The present method envisages each 
one of these equations as an indeterminate equation and proceeds from one equation to 
other to finally obtain the general integer solutions as (kl = 30, k2 = 17, k3 = 18, kq = 9, 
ks = 3, K = 1, D = 35) 
Al = 511+ 16 A2 = 721+ 24 
B1 = 721 -t 24 B2 = -1781+ 24 
(5) 
Equation (5) represents an arithmetic-analytical solution in terms of an arbitrary pa- 
rameter I. The initial condition to the equations specify the initial value of 1 which in an 
integer way progressively moves towards the stationary value, at which the various time 
derivatives vanish. In this particular case the system exhibits chaotic behaviour. It is 
surprising that even a complex case such as deterministic chaos yields to this approach 
so easily and gives an arithmetic-analytical solution. More details about the case will be 
presented elsewhere (Kulkarni, 1987). 
In conclusion, the arithmetic-analytical approach offers several advantages as compared 
to conventionally followed contemporary methods. First of all, it obtains a solution to a 
given problem in just few steps. The rigour of analytical treatment is retained while the 
case of digital calculations are fully exploited. The approach can yield solutions to any 
type of equations such as polynomials, ordinary or partial differential equations (initial 
or boundary value problems) etc. with equal ease. The conventional trial and error 
required in the later type of equations is completely eliminated in this approach. Finally, 
while the formulation gives integer solutions in terms of an arbitrary parameter, the 
arithmetic-analytical solution as can be ascertained remains valid even for non-integer 
variations. This is especially important and suggests that both discrete and continuous 
state variable processes can be analysed using this approach. In fact, as seen, the solutions 
to differential equations are realised without any integration. The conventional problems 
associated with integration thus, get totally eliminated. 
The approach as exemplified here by considering few case examples is generally discussed 
and elaborated on elsewhere (Kulkarni, 1987 a,b). The applications convered include the 
solutions to polynomials and to different types of differential equations. In the tradition 
of Vedic mathematics, in each of these cases, one step solution is obtained. As seen in 
these and more complex examples, such as the case of chaos solved in the present work 
the computational time required in this procedure corresponds only to that required for 
arithmetical operations. There is therefore a considerable savings in the computer time 
if the present logic is employed. 
The arithmetic-analytical approach thus opens up new vistas in the axea of solving math- 
ematical equations. The approach has wide scope and the intention of the present work 
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is to bring to notice its usefulness. The simplicity and elegance of this approach should 
make it a powerful tool. The present work has been inspired by the work of mathemati- 
cians of earlier times who propounded the use of simple one-step mental methods for 
solutions of a variety of problems. Much of these techniques have now been lost. The 
book ‘Vedic Mathematics’ by Jagadguru Swami (1965) provides some glimpses of the 
power of these techniques. Recognising this fact the present work has made an attempt 
to apply them to problems of interest in the current day science. 
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